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Joseph allowed the impact of Jonah's visit to Nathan to be absorbed, but it wasn't 

altogether the reason why he didn't revisit the old man. He sensed an impending 

interrogation. Nathan would test the faith of his former pupil and would expect forthright 

answers. They had both asked the Master questions and each had received a 

response.

Nathan had asked which was the greatest of all the commandments of God, knowing 

full well that each was as important as the other. Jesus had answered that to love God 

with the whole of one's being, and to love one's neighbour as oneself, was the greatest 

of all the commandments, and that all the others hinged on this - and Nathan had 

declared it to be the perfect answer.

Joseph had asked his own question - what did he need to do other than to observe the

commandments from his youth onward - what did he need to do to enter into the 

kingdom of God? He was honest enough to realise that he must have sounded self-

satisfied, certain that there was nothing else needed other than to obey and to fulfil the 

law of God, but Jesus had seen this and had answered something unexpected. Joseph 

was to sell all he possessed and give it to the poor! The thought of the response set the 

battle lines afresh in Joseph's soul. If he was to comply, he would become a beggar 

himself! He would have nothing and the considerable amount of charity he dispensed 

would dry up - in fact, he would need charity himself! It was altogether unreasonable, 

but then Joseph remembered the intense look of compassion Jesus had given him. 

The Master knew the turmoil he had created by giving such an answer. Joseph saw his 

love and the desire to extend it to him, and perhaps this, in some obscure way, was the 

reason why he had left so abruptly. The more he thought over the episode, the more 

self-accusing he became. He should have responded! He should have accepted the 

offer of love and companionship! He should have become a disciple - like the Twelve - 



or the seventy others Jesus had sent out, two by two! He would have had no spare 

coat, or shoes - like them, he would have had to rely of the donations of those who 

showed them good will - he would have been required to sleep under the hedges if 

there was no other offer of shelter. Joseph, in intense self criticism, acknowledged that 

he didn't have the courage then - nor did he possess it now. When next he saw Jesus, 

it was already too late - all he could do was to respond to the dead flesh he had taken 

down from the cross!

This then, was the real reason why he didn't want to face Nathan after Jonah's visit. 

The boy had reported the conversation and Nathan's reaction. The episode had 

achieved the objective of raising Jonah's spirits, and giving him something to focus upon

other than his own loss, but it had stirred up issues which had been left dormant 

between Joseph and the old man - and which would now have to be addressed. 

Joseph began to debate the wisdom of introducing Jonah to him, but there was no 

going back.

The news of the other man they had rescued was not so favourable. Zebulon was 

hardly responding to the physicians for whom Joseph had sent. His breathing was 

laboured - as well, very little nourishment could be trickled down his throat. It was as if 

the old man's body had rebelled against the treatment it had received, and now refused 

to cooperate in his recovery. Joseph took the opportunity to visit him. The old man's 

eyes were closed, his breathing laboured. He had been washed clean of the filth in 

which he had been covered in the pestilential hut. His hair and beard were totally white, 

he looked like one of the patriarchs of old - or at least, as Joseph surmised they had 

looked. His hands were like talons clutching at the bedclothes at his neck. One of the 

house-servants was with him at all times. The man bowed and stood aside to allow 

Joseph to approach the bed.

Joseph looked down at the battling man, he looked severe, gaunt and disagreeable. 

Perhaps he was being unfair - no doubt the privations the old man had suffered would 



make anyone look that way. For some reason, he was compelled to say loudly.

"You must fight harder, Zebulon - the One God has given you the opportunity to live!"

He avoided the surprised eyes of the servant and left the room. He had no doubt his 

words would be all over the palace by nightfall. He thought over the outburst; with the 

advent of the two old men, the quiet order of his life was being disrupted. He sensed a 

coming, greater change, and knew he would be powerless to stand against it.

In the subsequent days his restlessness wouldn't grow less. It was a combination of 

having to little to occupy his time, apart from a trickle of documents sent by Sophas from

Caesarea. For the most part they were routine matters which were well within the 

capability of Sophas to decide had Joseph not been available. Nathan continued to 

mend well, receiving daily visits from Jonah, which lasted for a greater or lesser degree,

 depending, Joseph supposed, on how much the old man was willing to tolerate. For 

himself, Joseph still avoided another visit to his old tutor. It was pure cowardice, which 

he frankly admitted. He spent hours walking along the coastline of the Sea to the north 

and south of Tiberius. Once, he nearly came to Capernaum, but turned back before he 

reached the small town. He was close enough to see the line of boats pulled up high on 

the shore where Jesus had called his first followers to become 'Fishers of men'. He 

wasn't ready for the possibility of facing Simon-Peter again.

He walked alone, although Saul and Eli trailed after him at a prudent distance. On 

occasions Jonah would form a trio with them. Joseph knew the boy would have liked to 

walk with him - but he also wasn't ready for Jonah. In what way he wasn't ready, he 

couldn't determine. The restlessness wouldn't recede.

Towards the end of the first week, he saw Jonah heading towards Nathan's room, with a

growing bundle of palimpsests under his arm. The boy had been diligently recording all 

he could remember of the words the Master had uttered in the gatherings of the people, 

or around the camp fires at the end of an active day. Joseph hadn't asked to see them 

again, but now they were being offered for the comment of the old teacher. Joseph 



knew that the conversations between the two were going into depth. Zebulon, the other 

old man, was beginning slowly to respond, he was now taking a little nourishment. 

Joseph had also avoided another visit to him. It was insane - he was frightened to 

confront two old men, both of whom he had rescued from certain death!

In the late afternoon of the day when he had seen Jonah with his bundle of writings, 

and when he was sure Nathan would be alone, he knocked softly on the door and 

entered. The old man was reclining on his pillows, watching him as he crossed the floor 

to the bedside.

"My lord Joseph, I am overjoyed to see you."

"And I am overjoyed to see you making so much progress, my old friend."

"The Lord is kind to his old servant. Firstly, that he permitted you to rescue me - and 

secondly, that I am placed under your loving care."

Joseph tried hard not to detect a reproach, certainly, there was none in the gentle tone.

"I am surely guilty of neglecting you in the past days."

"You are a busy man, Joseph - always diligent in your affairs - as you should be - You 

have provided me with an interesting companion. Young Jonah is quite exceptional."

"He's a very special young man."

Nathan nodded, his eyes never leaving his visitor.

"But you are troubled, Joseph - I have known you long enough to see the signs. 

However, I now realise that you have others who can soothe your uncertainties."

"You must never think that I have no time for your advice, Nathan - even though I have 

accepted Jesus of Nazareth as my Lord and Master."

Nathan's gaze didn't relax.

"Yet, you still are troubled in the spirit, I think."

"You are very perceptive."

"Is this perhaps the reason why you pace the shore of the Sea from morning until 

evening!?"



Joseph looked at him sharply. Nathan smiled and then laughed softly.

"Don't blame your enthusiastic young ward, he's concerned about you too - and his 

tongue bubbles over with the joy of existence."

Joseph said a little sharply.

"I must train him to hold his tongue!"

The smile faded.

"Never chastise one who has only thoughts of love for you, my son!"

Joseph slowly nodded his head, he sat in the bedside chair and looked down at the floor

"You are right, of course - and I admit to being troubled - but I'm not sure what it is that 

makes me so restless."

Nathan paused and then said softly.

"In few words I would say it is Jesus of Nazareth."

Joseph raised his eyes.

"I have known no rest since I looked into his eyes and heard his response to my 

question."

Nathan intoned.

"What else must I do to inherit eternal life?"

Joseph nodded.

"We've discussed his response before - and you agreed that it was not feasible."

"Did I really say so? Everything is possible, Joseph - eventually it is you who has to 

make the final decision.

Joseph answered bluntly.

"I'm still not prepared to renounce my wealth and position, I believe I can serve Jesus 

to a greater extent with them, rather than without them."

Nathan nodded and said nothing.

"Yet, unless I obey, I can't enter into the kingdom of heaven - do you know, he once 



said it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of the needle, than for a rich man to 

enter into the kingdom of heaven?"

"An interesting comparison, Joseph - you are, of course aware that he was referring to 

the gate in Jerusalem which is known as the Eye of the Needle? You might consider 

his meaning, for the Eye of the Needle was used to ensure that no beast of burden was 

laden in such a way that it contravened the Law - all that couldn't pass through that 

narrow opening were considered to be over-loaded - and their owners in contravention 

of the Law. A rich man may at some time be considered to be overloaded with wealth - 

so much so that he might contravene the obligation of charitable works. You were asked

to renounce wealth and position, perhaps he looked into you and thought you were 

overloaded - on the other hand, perhaps your heart has been overloaded by your 

approach to wealth, and it is necessary for you to reconsider your attitude. I tend to 

agree with you that you can do more with your wealth and position, than without it - but 

I ask you, have you really placed everything at the disposal of those you now consider 

to be the servants of the One God and His Messiah?"

Joseph listened to the gentle flow of words with growing amazement. Nathan was 

beginning to sound like a propagandist for the new way. He found a response.

"It seems to me that you are saying that I should give everything away - but it amazes 

me. You were always so insistent that I take the responsibility given to me by my father, 

and to be wise and prudent. Now, you seem to say, renounce it all!"

"What I say to you is that you must search your heart and see what is to be seen - that 

you must make a correction to your attitude - that you must decide where your priorities 

now lay. Your restlessness is nothing more than an expression of inner conflict, for you 

have failed to come to a resolution of what Jesus was trying to tell you."

Joseph stared into his compassionate eyes, how well the old man understood him!

"And what of you, Nathan? Have you come to a final conclusion about Jesus of 

Nazareth?"



The old man sighed.

"I have listened to the wisdom of youth, and the utter conviction of the young man you 

have taken into your house. In his voice and through his memory, I hear again the 

voice of his Master. I hear the wealth of wisdom he has remembered. I live with him the 

experiences he has made for himself, and those of others. Through his descriptions, I 

have seen the twisted limbs of the lame made straight, and sightless eyes made to see, 

and the deaf hearing for the first time the song of a bird or the whisper of the wind in 

the bushes. Each event, each teaching, adds to the weight of what was said directly to 

me - to love the Lord my God with all my being, body soul and spirit, and with all my 

strength - and my neighbour as myself - for if I do that I can't break any of the other 

commandments, for truly they all rest upon it. Jesus of Nazareth sent me away with the 

words that I was indeed close to the kingdom of heaven. I will freely admit that young 

Jonah has drawn me closer still and that my soul is open for conviction. But, there are 

still matters to be resolved, for this Jesus of Nazareth - if he is God's Messiah - can't be 

born in Galilee - and he must be of the house of David the king, for so it says in the 

prophets!"

Joseph said in some excitement.

"When you are strong enough, Nathan, you must travel to Jerusalem, and there talk 

with Nicodemus - I believe he has the answers you seek. Hear it from his own lips."

Nathan nodded.

"I remember Nicodemus - who provided the spices and linen cloths to wrap the body 

you took down from the execution tree. When I am stronger, I shall do as you say."

Joseph thought over Nathan's words far into the night and by the time it was morning, 

he had come to a decision. He bathed and dressed and showed little sign of his 

sleepless night when he joined Jonah at the breakfast table. After he had eaten, he 

called Saul to him. 

"Saul, I want you to ride to Capernaum and bring this message to Simon-Peter. Tell him



that I wish to talk with him again, and that I will come to him. If by any chance he has left

home on another of his travels, he wouldn't have gone far - you must follow him until 

you've given my message and arranged a meeting place. Is that understood?"

Saul bowed.

"Yes, Lord Joseph."

Joseph turned to Jonah.

"Jonah, I would like you to help Nathan to find his legs once more, help him to exercise

and make yourself of the greatest use to him. I've spoken with him at some length,  and 

he enjoys hearing what you have to say about the Master - but I caution you not to 

weary him with the subject. When he's strong enough, he may wish to make a visit to 

Jerusalem - if he does, you will escort him, and afterwards to where he might wish to 

go - then, you must return to me in Caesarea, where I'll wait for you."

Jonah would have liked to ask questions, but Joseph made it clear he would get no 

answers. When they were both gone, Joseph relaxed back in his chair and smiled. The 

feeling of restlessness was dissipating - it could only be because he was now taking 

positive steps - once again taking command of his future.

…..

Rebecca was assailed with doubts before they had gone a dozen miles along the road 

to Ariminum. The Via Flaminia led over the spine of Italia. It wasn't the only road from 

Rome which led to the north - in fact, it firstly led to the coast of the Mare Adriaticum 

before joining another road which led roughly north-east/south-west along it shoreline. 

If Lucian had finished his business in the north, he could well be hurrying home as fast 

as horses could travel, perhaps using the shorter route along the western coast of the 

Mare Tyrrhenum. There was even another main route, that which led through the 

Apennines and which joined the Via Aemilia to Mediolanum. Lucian could return one of 



three ways - or through any of the smaller roads which laced the countryside.

She reminded herself that her main objective was to remove herself from the possible

complications of Gaius Caesar's attentions. Sitting in the uncomfortable jolting wagon, 

as it toiled up through the mountain passes, she asked herself if she wasn't simply 

yielding to hysteria, and was honest enough to accept the possibility. She also 

considered the consequences of doing nothing and of her helplessness if Gaius' gaze 

turned in her direction. She shivered - anything would be better than being subjected to 

that man!

The travelling was slow, and she became fearful that a pursuing patrol of Praetorians 

would easily catch them, but the horses couldn't be hurried up the winding road. She 

ought to have enjoyed the mountain scenery, which was quite breath-taking, but fear 

kept her eyes on the road ahead - or glancing behind for signs of pursuit. Apolonius 

and two of his men led the way, with the other two taking up the rear position. She 

could see that they were also watchful - perhaps anticipating pursuit - or possibly 

bandits. She had no idea of how safe the mountains were against that possibility - 

perhaps there were no bandits, perhaps the Praetorians had exterminated them - she 

didn't know. It raised the possibility that they could be challenged by a patrol at any 

time - and then the disguise of their escort would be put to the first test.

Naomi sat behind her in the wagon, and she was little comfort, muttering to herself 

about the dark and terrible consequences of this 'foolishness'. Young Gaius kept her 

busy, he was an active child and quickly became bored with the limits of the wagon. 

Little Judith was still too young to be concerned, and even the rough jolting of the 

wagon had the tendency to lull her to sleep. Once again, Rebecca considered herself 

mad to have subjected herself and her children to this treatment.

On the first day, they covered perhaps forty miles. Progress was slow, the mountain 

road twisted and turned and often turned back on itself. There were occasions when 

they could still see the distant city and the sea beyond. To Rebecca, the city remained 



a threat because of its master and the resources at his command. Eventually, it 

vanished from view but its threat remained. How easy it would be for Gaius Caesar to 

toy with them and finally send a swift 'escort' of Praetorians to bring them back to the 

Rome 'for their own safety' - or because he had discovered the identity of the four 

'servants' who led the way or protected the rear. 

On the first night, they stopped at a small village which boasted a reasonable hostelry. 

Rebecca had protested, in her state of fearfulness, it seemed an unacceptable risk, but  

Apolonius had persuaded her that it would draw more attention if she chose to sleep in 

the wagon with her children. On the other hand, a good night's sleep in a proper bed 

was preferable for her and for the children. He told her that she had to get out of the 

notion that she was fleeing from a terrible enemy, rather, she had to see herself as a 

loving wife trying to join her husband.

Because she was tired to the point of exhaustion, not so much from the journey, but 

because of the tension, she had agreed. The night passed without incident, and she 

had to admit, when she awoke in a sparkling morning, still cold but bright with the 

promise of Spring, that Apolonius had been right. They were provided with a good 

breakfast, which she and the children consumed with enthusiasm. Naomi was 

managed to control her pessimism and was almost cheerful. The horses had been 

stabled and rested - everything seemed fine. Especially, there had been no sign of 

pursuit - or of the patrols she had feared. The horses were harnessed and they 

continued on their way across the mountains.

This was the pattern for three days until they reached Ariminum. They had made much

better time of the third day, coming down out of the mountains and on to the coastal 

plain and following the Via Aemilia north-west. Although the pace had increased, 

Rebecca was filled with concern that she might somehow miss Lucian. Her mind raced 

over the possibilities that he was already on his way home - he might even have 

passed them. Her doubts returned, and she was driven to write to him, hoping that a 



fast courier could intercept him at Mediolanum. 

In Ariminum it was easy to find a courier, it was, after all a military post. They had to be 

careful not to draw attention to themselves and they lodged in a discreet little inn, 

where she composed a letter to Lucian, explaining her plans and assuring him that all 

was well because an old friend whom he and Tachius had known in Palestine, was 

escorting them. She didn't name him, hoping that Lucian had wits enough to read 

between the lines. She sealed the letter in the usual convoluted way, knowing that 

Lucian would thereby be sure that it hadn't been intercepted and read. She 

commissioned one of her own servants to find a military courier and to pay him, with 

the promise that he would undoubtedly received additional payment when the letter 

was safely delivered. It was an accepted practice, the couriers being happy to make 

additional money over and above their regular pay.

Now, she was satisfied. The courier had the chance of being in Mediolanum before 

Lucian, and if he hadn't arrived, the courier would be carrying despatches further north 

into the Alps and might meet him on the way. Even if Lucian was still detained in 

Augusta Vindelicum - or had gone further, the message would be brought to him one 

way or the other. She told Apolonius nothing of this enterprise, somehow sensing that 

he would object - although she couldn't be sure why. She had been careful not to 

mention him by name, and Lucian had known many people in Palestine.

She was more contented when they resumed their trek to the north along the Via 

Aemilia, knowing that every mile brought her closer to Mediolanum and the reunion 

with Lucian. The country was one of rolling hills, and small, prosperous villages and 

towns. The road was busy with traffic, civil and military, and no one paid them a great 

deal of attention - they were just another party of travellers, a matron with her two 

children, being escorted by servants and hired guards - in this respect they were no 

different to a dozen other such groups who passed every day.

The military were not interested them, in no way could they be considered a threat. The 



size of the escort was reasonable, neither too small, nor too large. The matron was 

quite beautiful, but not especially more so than any number of the northern Italian 

women of a similar age. Her children were lively - especially the boy - in short, they 

were a normal group travelling within the boundaries of ordinariness. If there was a hue 

and cry for Apolonius and his companions, it wasn't evident. In was probable that they 

were still being sought in the south, there was nothing to suggest that they had 

escaped from the cordon around Neapolis and its surrounding towns.

Each night, they stopped at small, respectable hostelries, where they were treated as 

yet another paying customer, attracting no more than the usual courtesies of the host 

and his servants. Apolonius had assumed total command of the group - even the 

house-servants chosen by Rebecca. It had been accepted without complaint, and he 

ensured that none of them over indulged in liquor, and perhaps fall into the danger of 

being too loose in the mouth.

They reached Mediolanum in seven days. Apolonius and his men circulated in the city, 

buying small trinkets from traders, or fruit from vendors. It was easy to turn the 

conversation to the Imperial delegation which had so recently passed through. The 

comments were mixed, especially when it came to the arrogance of Honarius and his 

disdain for the loyal acclamation the citizens had thought necessary to keep them and 

their city in good favour with the new Caesar. It was generally conceded that the best 

thing about the delegation was when it left on the road into the mountains, with the 

pious hope that they had all suffered terminal frostbite in their transit of the higher  

passes - which were still choked with snow and blasted with late winter blizzards.

It was good news - and bad news that Apolonius took back to Rebecca. She heard him 

out, with her eyes fixed on his. She looked small and vulnerable, and Apolonius fought 

down the desire to hold her and protect her. He reminded himself that he had his own 

obligations - a wife and children, and this was the wife of another man, to whom he had 

sworn to reunite her. Her question was direct.



"Can we get through?"

He paused.

"If its your intention to go further, my lady - I suggest it might be more practical to wait in

Mediolanum until the blizzards are passed and the delegation returns."

"We can't be sure they'll come back this way - perhaps Honarius will take them west into

Gaul before returning another way."

Apolonius conceded it was possible.

Meanwhile, in Rome, Lucinda had been busy. She had presented herself at Lucian and

Rebecca's town house a number of times and demanded to see Rebecca. Lepidus had 

gravely received her with regrets, indicating that his mistress was indisposed and could 

not, under any circumstances receive visitors. Lucinda's every instinct told her that it 

was a lie - for some reason, Rebecca was refusing to show her face, and Lucinda was 

equally determined to find out the reason. It was always possible that Rebecca was 

genuinely ill, but the steward parried every attempt to determine what was wrong with 

her. She demanded to know if her reluctant hostess had been visited by a doctor - the 

steward thought that she had. Lucinda was left with the alternative that Rebecca was 

genuinely ill - possibly of some contagious or disfiguring disease, in which case, 

Lucinda was quite determined to see the extent of it - or, with Lucian's absence, 

Rebecca was entertaining herself with a paramour - which Lucinda would certainly 

have done if Tertillius had been away!

After several days of fruitless enquiry, she brushed past Lepidus, bustled into the atrium

and shouted loudly for the mistress of the house, declaring to Lepidus that she believed

Rebecca to be in mortal danger from her servants, and threatening to call in the military!

Lepidus was quite unruffled, but he knew he had reached the end of evasions. He 

calmly announced.

"The Lady Rebecca has been absent from Rome with her children for some days, 

Matron - My understanding is that she is joining her husband!"



Almost visibly, Lucinda gasped for air. Her eyes protruded.

"I don't believe you, steward! I swear, unless you tell me where she is, I will have you 

arrested and tortured until you find your tongue!"

Lepidus bowed again.

"I'm at the matron's disposal. I tell the truth, as no doubt the servants can verify -  

however, if you choose to disbelieve them, then I suggest that you ask Caesar whether 

you wish the household of his close friend to be put to the torture. As to where precisely 

the Lady Rebecca is to be found, I genuinely have no idea - she headed to the north in 

search of my Patron."

Lucinda glared at him, by this time red with fury.

"Why did you tell me she was indisposed - a pack of lies!?"

Lepidus remained gravely calm.

"It was my mistress's express wish that you, in particular, should be told so, matron!"

Lucinda whirled on her heel and swept out of the entrance, with Lepidus bowing 

respectfully. She threw herself into her litter and shrieked a command. The bearers 

hastened to carry her away from the premises. Lepidus' solemn face, cracked into an 

unusual smile and his laughter startled the servants throughout the house.

Lucinda wasn't finished, she was burning with fury. Despite her rage, she knew she 

would have to tread warily with regard to the special relationship existing between Gaius

Caesar and Lucian. The new Caesar was unpredictable, and Lepidus had touched the 

right nerve when he had suggested that it might not be received well if Lucian's 

household was disturbed by arbitrary arrests - No! there had to be another way. She 

calmed down and tried to determine the reason why Rebecca would leave Rome so 

precipitously. 

A possible reason was that she had intelligence that Lucian was enjoying himself with 

other women. Lucinda practically dismissed the possibility, Lucian was faithful and true 

to the point of positive boredom! If not Lucian, what then? Was Rebecca herself 



involved with another man and the pretext of joining Lucian no more than a cover? 

Lucinda weighed the idea and dismissed it, Rebecca was resolutely maternal to her 

children and a doting wife to her husband, to the point of being nauseating! What then? 

She quickly brushed aside the possibility that Rebecca was so unstable that she 

couldn't bear to be separated from her husband for a few weeks. Rebecca was strong-

minded enough to overcome such a frustration. 

Try as she might, Lucinda couldn't come to any credible solution. She suddenly 

wondered if Caligula knew that the wife of his dear friend, Lucian, was trailing around 

the countryside in search of him - and if Caesar would generally approve of such a 

venture. She determined to make sure that Caesar was made aware - if it so happened 

that he was not! 

Gaius Caesar was deeply involved in preparations for his forthcoming expedition to 

Pandateria and the Pontian Islands. It was a calculated move, in particular, his mother 

Agrippina, the beloved consort of Germanicus, had been extremely popular with the 

Roman populace. She had made the mistake of incurring Tiberius' wrath and 

suspicions, by too firmly pressing the furtherance of her children's prospects. Tiberius 

always became paranoid when there was any suggestion of designating a successor, 

preferring to keep everyone guessing. In this he wasn't alone, it had been the practice of

emperors and kings throughout the ages, to keep rivals for the succession at each 

other's throats, and not at the emperor's own. Agrippina had been banished to 

Pandateria and had starved herself to death. Gaius Caesar had pretended indifference -

 he was under close scrutiny on Caprae - a false move would have signalled his own 

death. Similarly, his brothers had become too popular - and had suffered the 

consequences. 

Gaius' sudden outburst of filial and brotherly devotion was unashamedly political,  as 

was his incessant praise of the deceased Tiberius. He was impatient to embark - a 

bireme had been made ready at Ostia, from which he would cross to the islands. He 



had already carefully orchestrated a magnificent funeral for Tiberius with full honours, it 

was nearly time for the next scene of the charade. He was, therefore, a little impatient 

when Tertillius' wife requested an audience with him. He would have refused her, but 

she was an attractive woman whom he had promised himself to possess when he had 

more time - it was therefore more than politics, it was motives of a personal nature, 

which prompted him to agree to the interview.


